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FO%7WORD

This report concerns tests conduct'ýd at the U. Z. Army Fngineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) aZ a part of the "v-ihiclJe robility

rezearxh prog/ram under DA Project No. 1-V-O-2]70.-A-b04, "Trafficability

and MobiLity Researczh," Task !-V-O-2 70!-A-Ohg-O3, "Mbi. i ity Funlamentdlz

and Model Studies," under the sponsorship and fuidancc of the Directoratc

of Research .and Development, U. S. Arryr Materiel Corani.

The tests were performed by personnel of the oiA..i3ty Section, Arr'

Mobility Research Branch (A-IRB), Mobility and Environn•:ta) Division, 'W'ES,

during the period from April 1960 to November 1963 undter the general

supervision of Messrs. W. J. Turnbull, W. G. Shockley, and %. J Knight,

and under the direct supervision of Dr. D. R. Freitar. Activ-. "engaged

in the study were Messrs. J. L. McRae, C. J. Powell, A. 33. Thompson,

R. D. Wisner, G. T. Easley, J. L. Smith, A. J. Green, G. v. Turnage,

and N. R. Murphy. The data analysis was conducted by Messrs. Powell,

Turnap.e. and Green. This report was prepared by Messrs. Turnage and

Green, and Appendix A was prepared by Mr. Smith.

Col. Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE, and Col. John R. Oswrat, Jr., CE,

were Directors of the WES during this study, and Mr. J. B. Tiffany waz

Technical Director.
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SUNN.MARY

This report examines the effects of tire deflection, tread, carcass
stiffness, construction, speed, and slip on tire performance in a dry
sand. Laboratory tests results indicate that for best performance in a
dry sand a tire should be highly deflected, smooth, and of diagonal-ply
construction. Variations in carcass stiffness have negligible effects
on tire perform.ance when ccnparisons are made at equal- loads aA deflec-
tions. It was concluded that the performance of nne-xuatic tires in sand
is affected by speed; however, the e.-tent cf this irn*luence was not
wholly determined. Logical, orderly relations arc--. hown between slit mad
several independent and dependent varibles--whee! load. soil strength,
Pull, and sinkage--both at the towed an'i thc T.x pull points.

A direct relation iz shown bktwctn the 'ul velc•ed by a full-
scale 4xh vehicle and that developed 1y a single wheel in multiple passes.
Good agreement was attained in thi!s relation for both Y=-a (destrt) and
mortar sand.

Significant differences in tirc Tcrform.ance registeredi in Yuma and
mortar sands at corresponding levels of soil strength (as measured by
cone index) prompted a study of tne physical characteristics of the two
soils. This study revealed notable differences in the strength charac-
teristics of Yuma and mortar sands that explain a Porticn of the differ-
ences in tire perfor-m.-ance in the two sands.
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PERFORMANCE OF SOILS UNDER TIRE LOADS

ANALYSIS Or TESTS IN SAND FROM
SEPTEMBER 1962 THROUGH NOVE1MBER 1963

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Bac.&gr ours d

1. In March 1960 the Chief of Research and Development, Department

of the Army, directed the Office, Chief of Engineers,* to have the U. S.

7rm.y Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) proceed with the investi-
gation outlined in the document entitled Plan of Tests, "Performance of

Soils Under Tire Loads," dated February 1960. The study -was initiated

immediately, using a system composed principally of a single-wheel dyna-

mometer systerm and a series of movable soil bins. Test techniques were

developed to vary the wheel slip during a run so as to allow the towed,

self-propelled, and maximum pull conditions to be attained within the

usable length of the soil bins. A desert sand and an alluvial clay were

selected as principal test soils, and a third soil, river-deposited

mortar sand. was used for auxiliary tests. A series of tires having

different widths, diameters, cross sections, and structural characteris-

tics was tested.

2. This investigation is described in a series of reports under the

general title Performance of Soils Under Tire Loads (WES Technical Report

No. 3-6 66 ).9"iIU Report 1 of this series describes the techniques and

equipment used in the WES mobility test program and presents details of

the test plan. Report 2 presents results of the analysis of first-pass

performance of a number of tires in Yuma sand based on test data procured

through August 1962. Report 3 describes the preliminary analysis of the

tire performance data from tests in fat clay. This report is the fourth
in the series and continues the analysis of tire performance in sand that

was begun in Report 2. Included are results from both single-wheel and

* Responsibility for ground mobility research was assigned to the U. S.
Army Materiel Command in August 1962.

*• Raised numbers refer to similarly numbered items in the Selected
Bibliography following the main text of this report.



4x4 vehicle tests conducted in two sands. The test techniques employed

for single-wheel tests are given in Report 1. The hxh vehicle and

testing techniques used are described in the appropriate part of this

report.

Purpose and Scope

3. The tests upon which this report is based are part of a

comprehensive study of the interrelation cf sand and moving pneumatic

tires. The broad purpose of this study is to develop a basis for the

selection of the appropriate tire size and inflation pressure to achieve

the desired mobility for a given vehicle, load, and soil condition or

range of soil conditions. The specific objectives of the study reported

herein were to:

a. Examinc in detail the effects of several variables on tire
performance in sand that were not thoroughly analyzed it
Report 2.

b. Demonstrate that the perform.ance data obtained with the
single wheel provide a valid basis for predicting perfor-
mance of a multiwheel vehicle.

c. Compare the physical characteristics and the behavior of
the Yuma and mortar sands under moving pneunatic tires.

4. Two soils were used in this study. One, a desert sand taken from

dunes near Yuma, Arizona, has been described in Report 2. The other was a

stream-deposited mortar sand taken from a site near the Big Black River

south of Vicksburg, Mississippi. Both Yuma and mortar sands were air-dry

for all tests, with actual moisture content ranging from 0.2 to 0.5

percent.

5. Tests were run using several different loads and deflections,

and with tires ranging in size from 1.75 to 15.2 in. in width and from

14.9 to 41.3 in. in diameter.

Definitions

6. Certain terms used in this series of reports are unique to this

study, while others are considered unique to this field of research. To

2



;t'-ilitatc the an,-A]jsis of th,ý and'. oJ the com•imnication of the test

results, these terms wer ri~iW: ._,fined in Report 1 of this series.
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PART II: ANALYSIS OF TIEC EiF•CTS OF SEVERAL
-VARIABLES ON TIRE PERFORMANCE_

Data UszeI

7. The effects of' most variables on the perfo:.anc'ý cf a pneurat

tire operating in soil can be determined from, an anzi,-sis of the r,-isLtn

of programed-slip testz using variouis !oadis an r efl,.tiens W11 a ountant

rotational speed. Report 2 of this ''iz , t ' inc- 4nc-1 of ZJ

o" the variables associateJ with th ..r.~ 1i rcr

continucs the study by analyzing th- ir bnoc• Ž: z'!v--.r:,• iortant

vnariablcs that were not thorou-hij jhi i t-1 d.....114i, r roort. AVl -

though lata available at this ti:ne nz•:t rcnit t 2O::1:! ->an Iuyziz

of all variables, they do reveal inr-ortý4nt trý_.. :z t -w:&rrnt :'rt:,cr

investigation.

3. Porticnz of this analysis are Lazed on lata :Ye:z ttztz r,:.--rt.,

in Report 2. and pertinent data frcr, those tests calni z•,fwtd i:., ti-'

tables in that report. Other data. original•y uscd in Rc:cort 2. •r'v,, ,1.,,

modified and reanalyzed for this report, and these, as well as d,%t% .*r-.

tests unique to the study reported her-in, are listed in tables 1-14.

Effect of# Deflection

9. Performance data from tests with a 6.00-16 solid rubber tire and

corresponding performance data obtained with a two-ply pneumatic tire of

the same nanninal size are plotted in plates 1 and 2 and show thc effect of

a tire's deflection on its performance in sand. Overall dimensions of

the two tires were similar, with the diameters approximately 28 in. and

the diaemeter/width ratios approximately 4.2. The pneumatic tire was

tested at deflections of 15, 25, and 35 percent, but the deflection of the

solid tire did not exceed 3 percent, even for the heaviest load tested.

Performance parameters

10. The test data demonstrate that, within the range tested, as the

tire deflection is increased, sinkage is decreased, towed force is

4



decreased, and maximum pull is .increased as long as soil strength an.! hori-

zontal velocity are reasonably conmtant.

Towed coefficient

11. For the towed condition, the curves of the towed coefficient Tw

(P= pull at towed point; W = load) versus soil strength tend to converge'

-and approach a horizontal asy.mptote at a high soil strength (plate 1). The

towed coefficient at that point is comparable to the average hard-surface

eolling resistance for the range-of deflections considered. The curves

representing sinkage at the-towed point versus soil strength exhibit trends

similar to those of the. towed coeffic* •nt versus soil strength for the same

group of tests and. in doing so, suggest that these two dependent variables

are related.

Maximum pull coefficient

12. For the maximum pull condition. the curves of the maximum pull

coficient (P pull at maximumi pull point) versus soil strength

tend to converge as they approach the imzobilizaticn point at low soil

strengths (plate 2). This iO attrbut(, in part at least, to the fact

that differences in the in-scil tire deflection-s (6 ) were considerably

ess than differences in the hard-surface deflections that were used-

in constructing the plots. At the higher soil strengths, the in-soil and

hard-surface deflections are of the same order of magnitude. The trends

exhibited by the sinkage at the maxinmm pull point versus soil, strength

curves are somewhat ill-defined by these data but generally agree with

data collected during the latter phase of this program which suggest that

the maxinum pull ,,oefficient and ý,inkage are also related.

Effect of Tread

1.3. Data from tests with two 6.00-16 radial ply tires, one with a

directional-bar tread and the other buffetý free of tread, were used to

determine the effe-t of tread on performance. Basic performance curvres for

the twx) tires are shovm in plates 3 and 4. Though only five tests were

conducted using the tire with treaO and performance curves a',-, based on riot

more than three points, the test data appear ccnsistent. For the limited

range of test conditions studi ,d, the smooth, radial-ply tire consistently

11fPIPR I-OW



outperformed its bar-tread counterpart, and while the advantage is slight

in each case, it is well defined. This superiority in performance was

maintained although the tire with tread was tested at slightly greater de-

flections than the smooth tire in eac'h :ase. Early in the test program.

deflections were computed on the basis of ý2arcass section height plus tread

height. To be consistent with the mlethod Ly which deflhctions are ox-

pressed for smooth tires, it %as ne:csz•.- to recalculate these deflection

values on the basis of earcass section heIght without tread. Computed in

this way, hard-surface deflection valuez for the tire with tread wcre 16.5

and 39.3 percent as shown in platezs a nd 4. Sinc-e It has been sho-.wn that

an increase in tire deflection resultz in increased tire performance, the

superiority of the smooth tire iz probably greater than the margin

Indicated.

Efft±:ýt ol Speed

Inertial forces

14. Normal (6 fps) tests. In a normal programed-slip t4,st- -.h..hl1

angular velocity is held constant while test carriage speed is nr,,et,• at

a uniform rate to some predetermined value and then decreased to zf'.-o

rig. i). The deceleration required intro'luces an Inertial for;, into th,

system which can be calculated from the equation Fd = ma , if the ,r•zz

decelerated (m) and the change in wheel vloity (a) at the point in ques-

tion are known. For example:

(total static weight of carriage components
m -acting against horizontal load cells, lb) - 517 lb

acceleration of gravity 32.2 ft/sec2

&V
At

- test car length traverse-! ,•,ring deceleration 40 ft
,It average speed during deceleration 6 fps/2 13.3 se

6 f)?s = 25f• e
a -o.--- .45 Ct/sec

13.3 see

Fd = ma= 517 lb ft/sec2

32.2 ft/sec-

This sample calculation uz3: typlhal valuer from a 6-fpS test arn assumec a

constaat rate of velority derrea-,- and also assumes that the vertPal center

6
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force due to deceleratiou is of the order of 5 ib, so that for practical

purposes it can be neglected.

15. High-speed (18 fps) tests. To study the influence of speecd on

tire performance, a series of 18 spe:ial tests were conducted with a h.5o-

18, 1 4-PR tire at speeds (at zero slip) of 0.5 ar- 18 ftsr. Results oi these

tests are listed in tables ! and 2. In high-speed v-•sts (18 ilks), it was

found that the force caused by deceleraiion had to be considered to accu-

rately determine the pull deveiozed by the wheel. Thil testing te :hni que

used in the high-speed tests is somiewhat Ci.f:erent . that used in the

regular tests (fig. I). At the beginning cof the hi-.-s-peed _ tests. the test

carriage Is accelerated -er.yýr rapidly so that mxii- carrisage sr;eed is

reached a considerable d"stane e of the :irst t•stzar. This e -s

* maintained at a nearly constannt l-eel t t shortly, f the -arriage

en;enters the first test car, ;;he:en -e 2O!e S "ea. ` ThCi. `clii f,- - '-
4 followed to pu---nt the buffeting c the tesz .. :.: 'h.."

an,: sudde-n drotp from h-~ J1 ec s- .-zd u r :7-2s ---- -orma-i~ ~~

testing reiation --ere ma.-_ nea.

10. The eA~ _ o -c a -c-- -em o-:a vp-,- t z -.

:_n fI. .2a... Y er i-e-loz i-cot- .. -:ers i . (Si. 2ý), those

large hor-icen Zf _he t" t = ........... -

- aen n:-p- ---2- .. .. -- - . ----s - --r, -h - _ f-t-

-u.r-:e at; tat o 7, 0. n 1-2 E' I

ortion -o: - - e),-r-- -C Ž.. s.e- t- at ta _-:.

-.- "- ron, mThss s -.. _-J 1.- th---_ b--:- at he t:--:ez _- _.o n
S t . . . . .4 S. . . ... ;__ I ._-- d o :*cnsi.a

n: the stzm: o: -

(,• -. :•-.-;=-•nvi. a-lle-ri h -&-man~ isi i:_ zo .... T re :'for. the fo e:

d--e zLo 2.er-o:•- ..:as less a. ,e to..d ro.Tt t-in a ; wan th7 _n-a,-

-I>ele at- or± 'o-:. cri .. t: - . it is -" - ::: ;-. "a"-io&1 :w'-

"•: _, '_il *f'e--. -.. at. be.Ž-• -the tow.:-d IXc :!n ;:. 4 ax :. Y-.•:umisk ..... ] ::

0r
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b~rizontai. forcer, is in the direction of' travel., which -s the saneY- di:rec-

tion as that of a pos.itive pull, so that ; ertial ocsaer~re sa

ailitional rcasitive force. Thus. the absolute magnituI-.de oý' -he true wnaxi-

]mum Pull when the wheel was assumed to be traveling at- a con3-lait speed was

less than that registered by the load cells, and the absolute magnitude o

the towed force -was greater than that registered by tht- 1-3ad cells. S~n~c

pull at the towed point is krnown 4%to be negative, the actual pull '--eloped

by the wheel was determined by the following equation:

Actual .;heel pall. (recorded I-orzce) -(inert-al for-e)

All dalta developed in ý-he hig-see (i 7z) ror~ds e-sts

been adjusted using tt `is formulla.

Effect of steedl on rui 8 lt h-is l tso i1veu sr. sdta7o:or

tests cýondute -a :ith a h.-1~ 4PR t Ire u~e ~~- -

10oa, ideflection, and soil stegh tat- tar-e- d-f-c-n szeItds.

D.a shown. are :rom a tLowed test run at 0).- -- s. a Sr~rncs a ~s

1:'S, and both a to-ded and a :og-'s te-st, rn a-zo :ýr. 'I

Lnterest.-hg to note that the rnull-slitý values ieece ur: nc 7h
'towed t-est; link t'he 0.c-f-ps towed t-est -.i-th t~ i a.-lctss h

-u-es rerpres eriting the lS-fs test arnd t ' -`rs rormcsltes

(-piatle 5)converge at abnout -2.5 tecn lz-. Ut tc t.e '~U!,ul

roint, the curve representing, the 44-p 1 est;Z rises -- r shia-rpl t'han t

one reorcsenting the 6'-f-ps p~rogrammed-slip test., The m'axinrmm rul orocu e,-

was considerably iarzer in tI'e --8-_-rs test and oczýurrel. at a sligt-.'" lowv

value o.-: sliP than in tfte 6-f-Ps t-es-t. Beyond the maximuam Lcull ---oz-nt ofý' t11h-

6- ts --gae-si p es heto curves gene-a1 ll- ruarallel one anoth er.

anid thae pxl;_1 values appear to varr 'In proportion to velc-~ity ol'2r this

s1l-1 range (÷22 to +55 jercent).

1.Plate 6 shows a secornd g-roup of' tests d:it'l thfa sam" si zetie

eýonduc.te'i -uid-r the same conr:ýtions as those showrT 'in plat-e 5. However.
"5e:fore-traffi:- 0- týo 6In.j cone index values in tsetests were_ 22 or 23_

;,ill.e those -in the t-ests ~o*nin plate 5) ran-,5 -ed from~ 14o 14. Genral

tl..e rull1-slic, curves presenteýd in the twvo plates Ifollow tho same pa-t.tern.

10



In plate 6, the curves represent~ing data from the 6-_rps and the 18-fps

pi~ogramed-slip tests appear to converge, or perhaps cross., at about 0 slit.,

and the curve for the 0.5 fps towed data appears to fall on an extension i

the 7*urve representing tne b-t-ps test. The curve showvn for the 18-fps test
rises more sharply and again indicates a larger maximum pull' -value att a I
lower value of slip than was attained during the 6-ips test. The pill

values a-ppear to vary in proportion to sieed once both have reached the

maximum pull point.

Effect of speed on other_--rameters

20. To fturt~her examine the influence o.` speed on tire performance in[

air-dry sand, sinlkage sz the towed point and the towed coefficient have

eacb been pplotted versusý --one i~ndex in lae7. For a tire deflected

1-5 peercnht, three -urves are requf-rei toa describe tb.. sinkages for 0.5-,

0-, and i8-f'ps t-ests at equal cone index -values; however., a sin:;le c-urve

zan be use-a to. reuresent the relation of-: t-owed- Co0efficien1-t tO 20one inLdex at

all spe-ds. Coaversel-,, at 3,5 percent defle-ction, the relation of towed

coe: :cicient to3 cone index appears t-o vary -with speed, wvhile a single curve

cýan be used to represent the relattion off si_:kazge -to cone index for tests at

both six~ees.

21. The sil-kage at ithe inaxirmium pull po-int, and the maximum pull coef--

4";^ier4t are each plotted versus cone index in nla-te 8. The 15 percent de-

fl"ection data indicat-e that the pull cue f-fic ient and t.'he sinkage vary with

sreed, i.e. the Dull coefficient, in-creases as speed increases, waile sink-

age decreases as speed inc-reases. Although the pull coefficient increased

as speed increased in tests conducted at 35 percent deflection.. tne sink-
ages tor th'is same group of tues-:ts did not appear to .vary wi.--th speed.

22. W~hen the maximwm 'Dull and towed force data showra in plates 7 and

Sare examined with respect. to sinkage rat'.-her than soil st~rength, it can, be

seen that the towed and pull coefficients incre4_e as sp-eed increases at

any given value of sinkage. This Fuggests tha,1ct the resistance to displa~ce-

ment of sand increases as tIhe rate of displacement increases. At the towed

-oi~nt, the increase in resistance apparently results in a greater rolling
resistance, and at the maximum pull point, it apaety eut i rae

availalble traction.

23. From the data in plates 5-8 it is concluded that the performance



of pneumatic tires optrating in air-dry sand is affected by changes in

speed. However, the extent to 4hich speed influences perfc.rmance has not

been wholly determined, and it is apparent that additional tests are

aneeded.

Effect of Carcass Stiffness

- 24. Performance data from tests -- ith two 9.t0,-•4 tires with widely

different carcass stiffnesses (2- and 8-Pri) are Com, red in ple.tes 9 and 10

to determine the effect of carcass stiffness on per.ormance. The tires

were tested wizth an 890-lb load at i5 and 35 _ercer~t deflection. When %ot

inflated, the 2-PR tire is relatively flexible. buy. even at zero in•iation

the 8-PR tire has considerable carcass sti<f 'ess; therefore, si-iiint!:

different inflation pressures were r--auired to de elo_ the s'-e e+

ard-s'u-faee deflection. Tc. obtain a defle-tion of 15 re cent., ;3.3 ¾ "s-
--as re-ured for the 2-PR tire as o3rosed to 3ny 3ý.z pssi for the S-PR

t-re. For 35 percent def'eý-'ion, the ^-PR re --. _re _. rs_ z- 'care

to 7.8 psi for the 8-P tire.

25•. The to-;:ed coeffi--ient an'f slinkage at the to-.,.c mo... :r bn-h

"tires are D.lot-ted versus soi] 7tren-tnh in - ¾e and th-ý - aine Mp- •u!!
fata aand related si-_nka:-- -:ersas soil stre.- - ate >.. At 15 rercent

deflec-tion, tihe tet rerfo-mance of tc.e 2-FR -•e - as be lightl, "ett.

e. developed--ore -pll and less -'o-.'e • as " t tow it.. For

tes-s at.5. rer e.ent def•e•t nt_ c-f en in eer'formance ...as noted.

20. Based on these observatfon•. i- is 'on:furled that wide d-ffer-

ences in tire carcass stiff, ness resuLt in erýy .. .,tle difference in tire

performance on dry desert sand when tlte tires are of eaual size and are
o erating -at the same delection. It is furthner concluded that feragiven

load-soil strength '½o-binatLon, d-;flectio is a more useful criterion of

tire .erformance than .s inflation rr r.

Ef:'.ct of' Tire Construction

Dicagonal pli,

27-,- Th.e 1 .r'mnar," •___rr.: bet-.:een the r,-adial-ply tire and the

.Dagona! -ply tire most -commonl- c.ced -s in thc arrangemen.Lt of the lord
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fabric. Diagonal-ply construction places an even number of layers (or

plies) o' cord fabric one atop the other. The cords in each layer are

parallel and aake an angle of approximately 45 deg with the tire sidewall.

The tiz-e is constructed so that the cords of each successive ply are ap- I
proximately cposite to those of the previous ply. In this manner, a

crisscross or diagonal pattern of cords is developed with an angle of ap-

proximately 90 deg between cords in adjacent plies.

Radial ply

28. In radial-ply construction the inner (or body) cords are placed

radially so as to make an angle of approximately 90 deg with the tire side-

"wall. Layers of cord fabric are then placed nearly circumferentially atop

tne rdial plies in the crown area. The only direct 2ontact between the

two separate seriesG of plies is between the outermost radial ply and the -

in•ermost circumferential ply. Because of the slight eangle at which the

cir-umferential ply Cords are set, the angle between these layers is some-

what less than 90 deg. The radial direction of the body plies provides a

very flexible sidewall, and the circumferential layers provide a stiff hoop

or belt -that resists circumferenetial compression or extension.

Comparison

29. In plates 11 and 12, performance data for the 6.00-16, h-PR

radial-ply tire are compared with corresponding data obtained with the

6.00-16, 2-PR diagonal-ply tire. The dimensions of the two tires are simi-

!ar. with diameters of approximately 27 in. and diameter-to-width ratios of

approximately 4.3. Data discussed in paragraphs 25 and 26 indicated that

large -,Pariations in carcass stiffness produced very minor differences i1

tire performance. Differences in construction, compared in plates Ii and

12., show that for all comparisons, either a single line or generally paral-

lel lines describe the performance of both tires, with the diagonal-ply tire

performing as well as, or slightly better than the radial-ply tire in each

instance. These differences in performance may be due in part to the dif-

ference in tire construction and the associated differences in hard-surface

contact pressure. The average contact pressures measured for the two tires

at comparable load-deflection 2onditions are:

13



Average Con-
Load Deflec- tact Pressure

Tire Tpe lb tion, psi

Radial ply 890 15 50.9
Diagonal ply 890 15 46.2

Radial ply 890 35 20.3

Diagonal piy 890 35 15.5

For a given load-deflection condition, the diagonal-ply tire has a lower

hard-surface contact pressLre. Investigations described in Report 2 of

this ser-.es indicate that for a given tV-e the pull/load ratio (PM) devel-

Oped in sand is increased as hard-surface contact pressure is decreased.

Thus, the trends shown here generally agree witn those described in

Report 2.

Correlation of Wheel Slip with Other Test Variables

"30. It is important that any relations which may exist bettween -Der-

formance parameters be established because such knowledge will ehL-a:-,'c_ the

develo~pment of design criteria and performance prediction equations. Since

wheel slip is an indicator of the interaction that takes place at the tire-

soil interface, it follows that orderly relations should exist between this

variable and others in the tire-soil system. Therefore, investigations

were made to determine the relations between Slip and each of several vari-

ables, including both static (wheel load, soil strength) and dynamic (pull,

sinkage) measurements, so that slip might be used as a common denominator

in studying the interrelations of performance parameters for a wide variety

of tire sizes and shapes. Data from these investigations are plotted in

plates 13-20.

Slip at the towed
point versus soil strength

31. The slip at thie towed point for each of the test tires under aSvariety of test ccnditions is plotted against cone index in plates 13-18.

The plates show that for each tire operating at a given deflection, the

plotted data. separate by load. Individual curves tend to become asymptotic

at low negative slip values in the high soil strength range (55 cone index

14
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and above). At various lower soil strength levels (the exact value depend-

ing on the test conditions), these curves reach a point at which negative

wNheel slips increase rapidly with very small changes in soil strength. A

decrease in slip with soil strength is observed in each instance, and al-

though the sp-ecific effects of changes in load, tire size, and tire deflec-

tion have not been delineated, it can be seen that each of these hati an

effect on the relation of slip to soil strength.

Slip versus towed
force and versus sinkage

32. Definite correlations have been established between slip and

towed force and between slip and sin/kage at the towed point (see plates 19

and 20, respectively). The data represent tests conducted with 16 tires

(including two dual configurations). It should be noted that the 11.(0-20,

12-PR tire data diverge considerably from the performance curves eztablishedo ~PT Z
for the remaining tires. Curves representing ý- and -- (zT = sinkageW d T
at the towed point.; d carcass diameter) values for this tire are signif-i-

cantly lower than those drawn to represent the average of the other tire

data. The reason for these differences is not fully understood. It is

also interestirg to note that more slip was required for duals than for

corresponding single tires to produce equal sinkage. The scatter in the

data for the various smaller single tires obscures any size influences that

may exist. The combined plots shown simply present the general trends of

the slip-performance relations. In general, data plotted in plates 19 and

20 indicate that the sinkage and rolling resistance of a towed wheel are

related to slip and that at any given slip, these two parameters are func-

tions of tire geometry. Discussions in Report 2 and in paragraph 31 taerein

indicate that they are functions of soil strength, wheel load, and deflec-

tion, as well.

Relations between slip, sink-

age, and pull at the towed point

33. To illustrate the orderly relations that exist between the de-

pendent variables (slip, sinkage, and pull) at the towed point, as well as

their relation to soil strength., a group of tests were chosen in which tire

geometry, tire deflection, and wheel load could be considered constant. In

plate 21, four coordinated curves depict the relation of the four variables

15
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in different combinations. The average cur-es shown were drawn from visual
examination and are considered to fit the plotted data weU. Any •articu-

lar point on the average curves can be projected from one curve to the next

until it is returned to its original position. While the plotted points in

plate 21 represent tests conducted ata single tire-load-deflection combi-

nation, similar relations can be shown for other combinations.

Slip at. the maximum iu11 point

34. -le slip versus performance relations investigated up to this

poiht have been based on towed point data. Development of corresponding

plots at the maximum pull point was not feasible because the first-pass

maximum pull was attained within a relatively narrow slip range (approxi-

mately 15 to 25 percent) for all of the-various test conditions. Since

slit- of the wheel and the strain occurring in the underlying soil are re-

lated to some degree, the fact-that the maximum pull occurs cver a rela-

tively narrow slip range is of some physical significance. However, it

must be recognized that tne effective rolling radius of a pneumatic tire is

Spartially dependent on soil strength; therefore, the calculated slip can be

considered no more than an approximation, and the differences in the slip

-- •; at the maximum pull point may actually be less tha- indicated. These ob-

servations illustrate the need to conduct tests with wheels of a known

radius (i.e. rigid wheels) in order to ascertai., relations among wheel

slip, soil strain, and soil strength.

Major Performance Coefficients at the Towed and
Maximum PuLL Points Versus Sinkage

35. In Report 2 of this series the towed and pull coefficients

(P and L)were plotted versus cone index and it was found that the

relation developed for each tire operating at a given deflection separated

by load. Slip at the towed point is related to cone index (paragraph 31);

therefore, it was of interest to study the relation between sinkage and

"pull at the towed point and at the maximum pull point. A correlation oe-zT P

tween the dimensionless ratios T and. -T is shown in plate 22, and be-
ZM PM

tween - and U- in plate 23, using test data which included 16 tire
configurations, all loads, all deflections, and all soil strengths tested

in Yuma sand. Test resul,_ts for all tires except the 11.00-20, 12-PR appear

16
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I
in tables included in Report 2. Results of the 11.00-20, 12-PR tire tests

are in tables 3 and k of this report.

36. The correlations shown in plates 22 and 23 are important because

they indicate that any system that can be used to predict either of the IP z •
major performance coefficients, ; or at the towed or maximum pull

point can also be used to predict the other 1:erformance coefficient at the

same point. This indicates that both the forces on the wheel and the sink-

age are related to the same independent variables, i.e. tire geometry, tire

deflection, wheel load, and soil strength. The scatter in the data shown

ii. plates 22 and 23 has not been fully explained, but to some extent it may

be due to differences in slip. For instance, at 15 percent deflection the

negative slip of the 11.00-20 tire at the towed point was higher than that

of the other tires at a given cone index value, and data for this tire sepa-

rate from the other data in plate 22. However, the slips associated with

the maximum pull data for the 11.00-20 tire generally fall within the 15 to

25 percent range previously mentioned, and in plate 23 the maximum pull

data for this tire fall within the scatter band established by the other

tire data. The need for a detailed study of the slip phenomena is also

apparent in this comparison.

37. A statistical analysis of the data in plates 22 and 23 was con-

sidered. It was decided that the resalts of such an analysis would not be

particularly revealing because the differences in slip values appear to

have affected the correlation.

17
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PART III: COflF.LAMON OF SfliGLE-WHEZ
AIND 4A1 VEHICLE DATA

38.: Sir~gle-wheel tests provide a convenient me~ans AIbr studyixg the.

basic relations tha~. govern the movement of' a pneumatic tiro A.` soft, soils.

Awide, variety of tires, loads, and. soil strengths can be studied quickly

anid .at reatively small expense. However, it must be shoran tha t the

single-wheel test results are related to the Derformance of actual wheeled

vehicles.

Method of Correlation

39. To veriffy this relation, results of si ngle-wheel test s were com-

pared with, performance data- for a -4A~ vehicle. Th- f irst pass of the-

oingle-wheol. te6-sts "'ras, aSsumed to represent the passage of the fr'~±it w,-heels

of a--vehicle and the s~econd. the passage of the rear wheels. The pu-ll Val--

ues; de~velo~ped in th-e- f~i.st and second passes were added and the sum multi-'

4lised by tiO(o represent both sides of the vehicle) to produCe a ,jalue

comparable to the pull developed "by a IxLA vehiceh under similar test condi

tions. One copiaigfc-rwhich ha - osdrdwsthat m-iu

puU. iisually occurs at di~- ecentages of slip for the firs and

second -oasses o' a single wheel, whfile slipD experienced by the f ront and

rear axltes o-1 a 14A1 vehicle normally is aboat the same. Hence ii. was nec-

e~ssary to select a -ommon value of slip at 'which to read the pv.ll -for both

passfe, a!:, the single wheel.

Selet~ion ofl slip values

~40. As a m-atter of ut~ility, the constant1' zlipr value at which the
14A vehicle data and sing] e-wheel data were compared was selected to

correspond to a significant level of tire performance. Examination of

a lar-ge block of tabulated tire test result.-s and the pull verous slip

curvcs for a number of tests in bcoth Yumna and mort~ar sands showe.d that

?0 percent slip was the value most f'req~uentl.y associated with the maxiraum,

pull point. All of' the follo ring test data are com-pared at 20 percent slip.

In th x eicetss sli~p was manandat a. constant level for at

least tolntsothtetvhce efraadtwretaken for the



se :onl lengti1 so that the rear wheels would be developing pull in a rut

that had been generated by the front wheels ope-ating at the test slip.

4x 4 test vehicle

1:1. Forty tests were performed with a 4 x4 vehicle in Yuma and mortar
sands to provide vehicle performance data for comparisons with single-wheel

results. The 4 x4 test vehicle was a jeep station wagon (see fig. 3) which

.:az modified by eliminating the differential action so that all wheels

.:ould rotate at the same sp!ed. Also, the suspension springs were blocked

o::' by welding to redu7e the vert_7al load ozcillaticas caused by the ve-

l -le's own suspension system. Weights w-'re so pla.:ed on the vehicle that

•a~h .:heel w.. s e-ually loaded, and a hand-operated gas feed arrangement was

rnztialled to improve :ontrol of wheel speed. The test vehicle was con-

:-e-ted to the dyna-mometer 2arriage by means of a linear ball bushing and

1.. " oi.• to eliminace e:eentric loadin- that might otherwise have taken

i la . Instrumentation for this test system was arranged so that a contin-

uous record was made of horizontal pull, wheel distance (revolutions) trav-

eled, and horizontal ground distance traveled. The last two items of infor-

-ation were recorded so that the wheel slip could be calculated at any point.

Load transfer between axles

42. In order to estimate the extent of load transfer between the

front and rear axles of the 4xA test vehicle when pull is developed, the

vehicle was loaded to 3560 lb gross weight and placed on a set of heavy-

duty truck scales. These scales are arranged so that front and rear axle

loads can be measured separately. The brakes were set and horizontal pulls

applied at the drawbar pin. For each change of pull, the resulting load

transfer between axles was measured. When load transfer was plotted

against pull (plate 24), it was found that the load transfer on a firm,

level surfa-e amounted to about 9 percent of the pull. These data (plate

24) are in general agreement with the solutions obtained from a previously

developed theoretical weight transfer equation. The equation and its de-

velopment are given in Appendix A. If the pull developed by a wheel

varies directly with the load applied, the loss of pull by one axle usually

will be partially compensated for by an equal gain in pull by the other

axle because of the load transfer. Therefore, no attempt wac made to cor-

rect for load transfer in this analysis.
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Rolation of Zinglc-Wheel to 4 x4 Vehicle Data

43. The data that were used to cozq:are single-wheel and 4x1 vehicle

performance are listed in tables 5-1I. The relations of adjusted single-

whee~l dnd 4 x4 performance data to soil Ztr-ength are illustrated in plates

25-27. For a constant level of sol ztrength, the formula for adkusted

:,ngle-wheel data, 2[P20 (first +ass) + P, (se&+ond pas)]. should ndi ate

better performance th.w- a four-whe.el *irIV vehicle equ*1e; 4 with u ,.c- fase

t rez since four factors were kmnown to 1,>tract from the 4 x14 vehi.le's !Žr-

:*orLanze during these tests: It rxje-ý-en•-d dyn••.ic load transfer; its

-nherent friction was greater th.an thal. o:" the single wheel; the rotational

zpced o" its wheels are approximately 30 percent less than tbat of the

single wheel, even though the slips were equal; and obzr,:rations madde dur-

ing the test indicated that the rear wheels did not perfectly tra:-k tne

front whieels.

44. Data obtained from tcsts w.ith th¶ 4.5o-18 tires operating in

Yuma sand are plotted in plate 25 ana disp1. ;y the expected pattvern. Data

sh3Tn in plates 26 and 27 were taken from t~sts with the 9.00-14 tires

operating in Kuma and mortar sands, respectively. For the 9.00-14 t~rez-

at 35 percent deflection, a reverse of the expected trend is seen, i.e.

the 4Ax1 vehicle performance exceeds the adjusted data by a noticeable

margin in both sands. Although inertial forces have not been considered

in the adjusted single-wheel data shown in plates 25,-27, the total correc-

tion from this source would not increase the adjusted pull by more than 20

to 30 lb. One possible explanation of the reversals may lie in the assess-

ment of soil strength. The tires were of about equal diameters but of dif-

ferent widths. It may be that cone index averaged over the 0- to 6-in.

depth may be adequate for the narrow tire (4.50-18), but inadequate ror the

wider tire (9.00-14). This suggests that cone index should be averaged

over a depth proportional to tire width. A review of the cone index versus

depth curves revealed that the 4xA testz were conducted on test sections

tihere the slopes of penetration curves were fairly constant to a depth of

at least 9 in. For the single-wheel tests, the slopes of the penetratien

resistance curves were fairly constant to a depth of about 6 in. and then
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::. Fig. 4. Typical jpenetration resistance cutrves, mortar sand

began to ciecrease. Typical penetration resistance curves are shown in

fig. 4.

45. T.e T eiation between single-wheel and 4 x4 vehicle test data is

examined in a different mamner in plates 28 and 29, by using the smooth

curves from plates 25-27 to compare performances directly at .different

values of cone index. Using the average cone index of the 0- to 6 -in.

layer, the points on e•i.xh curve progress by an interval of 5 cone index,

with the first and last points identified. As explained in the preceding

paragraph, the adjusted single-wheel pull data were expected to exceed the

4xA vehicle's pull for a cons-ýant soil strength. In both plates, the

plotted curves are generally parallel to a 1:1 line and follow the expected

trends, with the exception of the c-urves representing data from tests with

the 9.00-14 tires at 35 percent deflection. While these results suggest

that the performance of a 4x 4 vehicle can be estimat ld from single-wheel

tests with reasonable accuracy, the need for further study is also

ind, cated.

22
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PART IV: D11FERCIES BETWEEN "o.%A AD M02TAR SAMiDS

46. For a system of predicting vehicle performance io be effective,

the te2•-,ique f.or measuring soil strengthi must account for minor differ-

ences in generally similar soils. Comparisons of 4x4-vehicle and single-

wheel pe:-formance data developed in Ywia and mortar sands provide a basis

for such an evaluation of' the 0- to 6 -in. cone index measurement.

Comvarisons of Tire Performance in Yuma and Mortar Sands

1.aximum yulll

47. Pulls produced LA Yuaa and mortar sr'nds are compared in plates

30-32. These plates show that in both sands the pull versus cone index

curves are similar in shape ::'or each individual combination of wheel load.,

tire size, and deflection. (In plate 32, this is true for 15 percent de-

flection only if the 14 CI mortar sand data point is ignored.) Pulls de-

veloped by the 4.50-18, 4-PR tire in Yuma sand were greater than Those de-

veloped in mortar sand by the nearly constant amounts of 300 lb at 15 per-

cent deflection and about 230 lb at 35 percent deflection (plate 30).

Pulls developed by the 9.00-14, 2-PR tire at 15 percent deflection were

.also greater in Yu-ma sand. Data indicate that vehicle tests with this tire

deflected 15 percent produced about 200 lb more pull in Yuma sand than in

mortar sand, and that adjusted single-wheel pull was about 200 to 300 lb

more (plates 31 and 32). Pulls developed by the same tire at 35 percent

de flection were about the same in Yuma and mortar sands of the same cone

index.

48. In examining these differences in pull for the four tire size-

deflection conditions in the two sands, it was noted that the magnitude of

the differences varied approximately in proportion to the hard-surface tire

contact pressure. Hard-surface contact pressures for the 4.50-18, 4-PR

tire at 15 and 35 percent deflections under 890-lb wheel load are 70.4 and

25.0 psi, respectively, while corre:sponding measurements for the 9.00-14,

2-PR tire are 37.0 and 12.5 psi, respectively.

Pull-slip relations

49. The pull-slip relations for eight tests with the 9.00-14, 2-PR
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ti-re are shcwn in plates 334 and 314. Except for thie type of sand, test co,)-

ditions were practically identieal in every respelct; a difference of 1 cone

index (0- to 6-IL. average)-was the largt~st variation in a. controlled test

variable fcr each! set of curves shown. For comparable sets of d.ata, the

pul-l-slip relaticm for Yumia sand is generally parallel tothe relation for

mo~rtar sand but displaces toward the larger values ofT ul Differences

between pall values are somf.'what more-pronounced at .15 percent deflection

than at 35 percent. n.hese results 'Lollow tthe general trends observed in
pl.ates 30-32, i.e. the pulls deve.o-e ia Ym sad ee sally hge

than those in moxtar sand and the magnitude of these di-ffererc':,ýs was re-

lated to the hard-stizface contact rese.Pas33nd 3~.also show

that the dif :erenc~es in the pull developed are not unique to the maximum

pull ccondition.

C?.m.arison of Phy!;sicall \haract-eristics of Yumna andI Mo-rta Sands

Classificationi data

50. A general description off t-he ori-'gin Iof the Yumna and mortar sands

used in the WES mobility test progream is given in paragraph 4~ of tis re-

vort. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " Grdto n casfcton data are given i-n platte .35 and shDW

that both sands are poorly graded to armroxirnatelyr the same degree, buitu

mortar sand is coarser. Based. up-on thep mechanical analysis indicated iln

Pl.ate 3ý5 and ot-her analyses made in ttie -Fie,. :.'or the two sands, Yu~ma sand

,ras classified as SP-SM and mortar sand as SFP under the Unified Soil Clas-

sfcation Syst-m. A-erage speci-fic gravities for the two sands were de-

term- ined and-- are almost, identical at 2.67. An. examination of sam~ples under

a microscope- revealed that the Yumna sand particles are slightly more

rounded than those of mortar sand. Minimum density values for the two

sarics are approximately equal., buat the maximum density of the morta sand

is 106.1 -Lb/c-u ftc, while that of Yumna sand is :104.0 lb/cu ft.

Rel-,ation of cr to cone index

51. he atain lat 36show the relation of c to 0- to 6-in.

cone index fPor Yuma and mortar sands. Basically, c r. is a measure. of -rela-

__ tive effective soil strength as determ~ined from penetration tests with

circular., flat plates.-" A-11 the data in. plate 36 fall within a restricted
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scatter band about a single line, indicating that the soil properties de-

scribed by Cr and 0- to 6 -in. cone index are approximately the same for

Yuma and mortar sands.

Diry density versus cone index

52. Dry density versus 0- to 6 -in. -one index are compared for Yuma

and mortar sands in plate 37. The Yuma sand data are from a special series

of tests conducted in carefully prepared test sections.7 Mortar sand data

are from soil sections for routine tire performance tests 548 through 558
and from some special soil test sections. There is more scatter about the

cur-v-e for mortar sand data, but curves for both sands are fairly well do-

fined. At density values in excess of about 97 lb/cu ft, the cone index of

mortar sand is slightly less than that of Yuma sand. These data lead to

the tentative conclusion that the cone index-density relation is not the

same for the two soils.

53. However, the in situ density measurements* used to construct the

plot shown in plate 37 represent an average of the top 2 in. of soil, while

the cone index is an P.vErage of '&he top 6 in. Plate 38 shows a plot of the

0- to 2-in. cone index measurements versus density for the same group of

tests as shown in plate 37. A single line now delineates the cone index-

density relation for both sands, although considerable scatter is evidenced.

This scatter nay be attributed to one or more of several factors; namely,

distiurbance created by placing the density device (particularly at very low

or very high relative densities), the method of evalaating the shallow cone

index-depth profiles, and the changes in strength that result from small

changes (even a. traction of a percent) in moisture content of the .sand.

Thus, the con:- :'ison shown in plate 38, in which the relative strength and

the density -,.-re measured for approximately** the same layer of soil, leads

to the conclusion that cone index and density are related in the same pro-

portion in both sands.

* These should not be confvsed with the density measurements connected
-.'ith triaxial and direct shear tests (see table 12).

** The height of the cone is 1.5 in., and therefore, the 0- to 2-in.
average reflects an average strength over a depth In excess of 2 in.
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Direct shear and tri-
axial shear test results

54. Carefully controllE2d direct shear and triaxial shear tests were

made in the laboratory with representative samples of Yuma and mortar sands.

Test results for both are listed in order of increasing values of dry den-

sity, 7 d in tables 13 and 14. In each table, the Yuma and mortar sand

test results are grouped opposite one another by generally corresponding

dry densities.

55. Direct shear tests. Data from direct shear tests are used in

plate 39 to plot the relation of r'.iction angle to dry density for each of

the test sands. The relation reveals that values for Yuma sand are con-

sistently larger than those for mortar sand of the same density. Friction

angle values for mortar sand increase with dry density faster than do those

for Yuma sand, so that the differenre between friction angle values for the

"two soils decreases from about 9 deg at a dry density of 92 lb/cu ft to

only 4 deg at 105 lb/cu ft.

56. In plate 40, the two sands are compared by plotting the maximum

frictional shear stress. against dry density, again using results of the

direct shear tests. For the three normal stresses--3 = 7, 21, and 42.
3

psi--the maximum frictional shear stress for Yuma sand remains practically

constant (5, 15, and 30 psi, respectively) for all values of density. For

the normal stresses, values of maximum frictional shear stress for mortar

sand are smaller thwi for Yuma sand. The difference in the shear strength

"of the two soils increases as the normal stress increases when the

densities are equal.

57. Triaxial shear tests. The internal friction angle and dry den-

sity data from the triaxial shear tests for both Yuma and mcrtar sand are

used in plate 41 to show that the friction angle, t , increases steadily

as dry density increases. The rate of this change is approx-1.mately the

same for both sands, and internal friction angle values for Yuma sand are
"041 1consistently about 7 deg larger than those of mortar sand. Similarly, the

triaxial shear test data. used in plate 4i2 show that maximum frictional

shear stress values for both Yuma and mortar sand increase steadily as dry

density increases. Maximum frictional shear stress is defined as one half

of the maximum principal stress difference less the indicatcd cohesion.
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For the three different minor principal stresses--a 7, 21, and 42 psi--

plate 42 shows that the maximum frictional shear strength of Yuma sand is

larger than that of mortar sand by nearly constant amounts throughout the

range of dry densities tested, and that shear strength increases as the

normal stress increases.

Shear stress versus contact pressure

58. Plate 43, which includes direct shear test data and tire contact

pressure data, is included at this point to offer a possible explanation

for the observed differences in the performance data obtained in the two

sands (paragraph 49). If contact pressure is considered as a normal pres-

sure applied to the sand, the data (plate 43) show that the difference in

shear stress in the two sands is small for the 9.00-14, 2-PR at 35 per-

cent deflectioni. Reference to plates 30-32 reveals that the difference in

the pulls developed is negligibly small for this test condition. Con-

versely, the largest difference in pulls is associated with the 4.50-18,

4-PR tire operating at 15 percent deflection. This corresponds to the con-

dition (plate 43) where the largest difference in shear stress for the

two sands is noted.

59. Information gained by measuring the magnitude and distribution

of stresses at the tire-soil. interface tends to support this observation.5' 6

Data presented in references 5 and 6 suggest that the contact pressures

beneath the 9.00-14, 2-PR tire were relatively uniformly distributed.

These contact pressures probably were approximately equal to the inflation

pressure when the deflection was relatively large (25 to 35 percent) and

greater than the inflation pressure when deflection was small (15 percent).

Pressures beneath the more rigid 4.50-18, 4-PR tire probably were less uni-

formly distributed, with peak interface pressures exceeding both the infla-

tion pressure and the hard-surface contact pressure.

60. Based on the results of triaxiaL. and direct shear tests and the

relation between cone inde-..: and density, the conclusion is drawn that when

cone indexes are equal, a constant difference exists between the strength

of Yuma and mortar sand for a given normal pressure and that this differ-

ence in strength increases as the normal stress increases. This was re-

flected by the difference in pulls which increased as the tire-soil inter-

face pressures increased during tests in the two soils (plate 43). If
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laboratory tests, sach as the tr~axial and-direct shear tests, are -;o be

used to predict the relative ability of coarse-grained soils to provide

support and traction for pneumatic tires, more accurate in situ density

data. measured to depths of 6 in. or more, must ac.ompany the tests.
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PART V: CONCLUSION

Summaij, of Results and Conclusions

ý1.. Based, on the awialysis of test res-uIts reported herein, the fol-

lowing conclusions are drawn:

a. The performaice in a dry sand of a tire of given dimensions
improves significantly when tire deflection is increased or
when the tread is buffed off (paragraphs 10 and 13).

b. Pill developed in the positive slip range is increased by an N
i•.crase in wheel speed, other conditions being equal. The
effect of' speed on pull in the negative slip range is less
well defined, but there appears to be a tendency for towed
force to increase as speed increases. At equal sinkages,
pull at both the towed and maximum pull point is of larger
magnitude as wheel speed increases, suggesting that the
sand's resistance to displacement increases as wheel speed
increases (paragraphs 20-23).

C. Large variations in tire carcass stiffness appear tc intro-
duce only negligible differences in tire performance when
comparisons are made at equal tire deflections (paragraph
26).

d. A slightly better performance is realized with a diagonal-
ply 6.00-16 tire than with a radial ply 6.00-16 tire (para-
graph 29).

e. Logical, orderly relations ex:t between slip and each of'
several independent and dependent test variables at both the
towed and maximum pull points (paragraphs 33 and 34).

f. Comparisons cf 4x4 vehicle performance with the results of
single-wheel tests show that good correlation can be at-
tained between these two sets of data (paragraph 45).

g. At the same cone index, Yuma sand has a higher angle of
internal fri otion and permits a given tire to develop a
higher pull th.an does mortar sand (paragraphs 55 and 60).

Recommendations

6'2. The following recommendations are made based on the experience

gained in this study:

a. Additional tesbs should be conducted in Yuma sand to provi.de
data that can be used to descr-ibe quantitatively the effects
on tire performance of (1) tire deflection, (2) tread, and
(3) wheel speed. Towe• tests and constant-slip tests run at
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both high and luif speeds are .ieedecd so that the _influicnce
of? speed ~iabe stua5ied morec directly.

b. Apro-qra of fundamenital stud1ies should be cvdtlnued--to exl-
jjla.AIn the influence on ti re performance of all the importan~t
variable6s.

c. Additional tests should be conducted witlh fiiL1-Scaie wheele'd
vehicles both: in th~e labolratory- and- in. the fie"ld to demon-I
strate the- relat-ion. to single-wheel-, mu~tiple-pass data, and
a -orrelation shotl 1eu _ad ofsnl-wheel- mu i~l-pass

date. writh exi-sting fui.]-scale vehiule performance- data-.

d., The appl~cation of laboratoryj tests, suoh -a s tfiic triajcial
>7- and direct shear tests, i1n piedicting tii,.a bility of coar-se-

grained so~ils to support-a'n-d provide tractionl for pneijrnatic
tires .shoul-d be further inves~t.igated -5,nu ali effort mZ to

~1develop movýe preci e corrýýll~tlns bfctween laoaory tea
data an& ý.n si.tu strengtb-density P-.1a';'ons. .

'i
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Table A

SSumnmary. of Low-Sp%,•ed (0.5 f"ps) Test Resuilt].

i uma Sand, Pass 1, Tjwd Point
•'-i;, O-5 7.".', 4-PP. Tire

S: - o t o
SDe- Towed - 0DeSI nk:- j-iP.

flec- Load age Avg
Test Sta- tion (W) (T Torque (z) Slip T z c:oneNo.'ton. b !lb ft -lb in. W- d-• -Inde

N-ý.- tion dex_ ___

746A 125 I5 1458 -3.65 0 4.15 -31.6 -0.360 0.153 22
%-, 74-8A 99 15 465 -137 0 1.7 -19.0C -0.295 0 -.-

,-A 95 15 88o -3419-03.9
0 6.o4 -33.3 -0.466 0.223 23

7 : " "-7A 116 33 '.5 -350 2.5 -22.7 -0.e290 go .094 23q

LA 96 35 `75 -300 0 3.46 -30.7-0.43 0.128 24

*d is carcass diam~eter.
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Table 2

Summary of Ifighi-Speed (18 fps) Test Results

Yuma Sund, Pass I
4.50-i8, 4-PR Tire

n- to
De- Towed Max 6-in.

tS flec L Force Pull Pull pgp AvgT sta- tion (w) P (PM) Toequ 1 z
No. tion l .b lb .b lb ft-lb in ._ W W W d* Ind:

752A 100 15 421 -189 0 2.50 -28.2 -0.449 0.092 22

S74A 116 15 452 -76 0 0.62 -6.8 -0.168 0.023 34
758A 99 15 455 -28 0 0. ý9 -5.3 -O.002 0.C18 53
762A 105 15 457 -6i 0 0.47 -4.2 -0.133 0.017 53

757A 105 15 461 -ai 0 0.8 --h.7 -0.158 0. >3 4A

761A 102 15 461 -70 0 0.47 -2.0 -0.152 0,017 53

756A 108 35 442 -1•.2 0 1.79 -20.5 -0.322 ... 2

763A 110 35 4-7 -49 0 0.24 -. 0 -0.105 .009

760.,A, 102 35 474 -61 0 0.1k -3.1 -c .29 0.v06 57

°: •Sel:'-rol"ll-d 'ýoint

753A 107 15 6ý.1 o 1'2

761A 107 15 40} 0 91 0.",7 6.5 0 0.017 53

757A 111 15 45o 0 8? o.,76 4.3 0 C.028 45

758A 1-03 -5 4ý4o 0 22 c.48 -2.6 0 0.015 53

755A 109 35 450 0 119 1.46 1.0 0 o.o4 20 2

760A 105 3ý5 47 , 70 0.31 0.0 0 0.011 57

Maxim'- Pall Poinit

753A 111 15 417 35 190 3.20 18.7 0.084 o.i18 23

75,A 1.17 15 442 119 129 c.84 16.3 0.278 0.031 45

761-A 118 15 044 117 ]0-'2 0.97 )0.2 0.264 0.035 53

[58-A in 15 L46 120 200 0.76 9.1 u.269 0.02...9 53

755A 116 35 433 91 167 2.32 2L.2 0,208 0.086 22

759A )Y 35 448 232 234 0.22 13.4 0.518 o.OO8 45

760A 114 35 4o0 15 200 0.27 17.6 0.411 0.0o0 57

* I is crc'ass diiuwnter.



Tableý 3~.

Summary of T-st Results

Yuma Sa.r Pazs 1, Towed Point

11.00- 0, 12-PR Tire

0- to
De- Sink- 6 -in.

f*Le - Load (p age Avg
Sta- t.1on (W) T Tcrque (z) Slip T z Cone

Test No. ion • lb lb ft-.lb in. W '1* Index

2-63-0001A 36 .-5 3000 -1028 0 5.18 -36.9 -0.343 0.126 31 A

2-63-0002A 65 i5 3000 -1137 0 6.19 -41.5 -0.379 0.151 21

2-63-0003A .30 : 3000 -888 0 4.68 -33.0 -0.296 0.I14 47

2-63-0004A 53 L3 3000 -981 0 5.13 -37.0 -0.327 0.125 37

2-63-0005A 34 L5 3000 -788 0 2.78 -20.8 -0.263 0.068 70

2-63.0006A 60 15 3000 -934 0 3.88 -29.2 -0.305 0.094 56

2-03-0013A 3 15 4500 -1380 0 6.02 -36.9 -0.307 O.lho6 66

2-63-0014A 56 L5 4500 -1489 0 6.89 -41.7 -0.331 0.168 58

2-63-0015A 42 15 4500 -1505 0 7.40 -46.7 -0.334 0.180 48

2-63-00i6A 52 15 4500 -1572 0 7.69 -58.3 -0.349 0.187 39

2-63-0017A 43 15 4500 ,-1591 0 8.54 -52.5 -0.354 0.208 32

2-63-0018A 45 15 4500 -1619 0 9.06 -57.7 -0.360 0.220 23

2-63-0007A 37 35 3000 -401 o 2.46 -8.0 -0.137 0.06 31

2-63-0008A 58 35 3000 -484 0 3.22 -10.8 -o.161 0.078 22

o-63-0009A 36 35 3000 -225 0 0.98 -2.9 -0.075 0.024 67

2-63-0010A 56 35 3000 -246 0 1.39 -3.5 -o.o82 0.034 56

2-63-0011A 36 35 3000 -316 0 1.57 -5.7 -0.105 0.038 45

2-63-0012A 57 35 3000 -353 0 2.04 -6.9 -0.118 0.050 36

2-63-0019A 33 35 4500 -546 0 1.43 -6.2 -0.121 0.035 65
2-63-0020A 53 35 4500 -631 0 2.46 -6.5 -0.151 0.060 56

2-63-0021A 32 35 4500 -681 0 2.20 -8.5 -0.i51 0.054 49

2-63-0022_A 65 35 4500 -898 0 3.51 -15.3 -0.200 0.085 40

2-63-0023A 33 35 4500 -847 0 3.32 -15.1 -0.188 0.081 33

2-63-0024A 33 35 4500 -1095 0 5.14 -26.9 -0.243 0.125 25

' Average carcass diameter 41.3 in.
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Table 4

Summoy of Test Results

Yuma Sand, Pass 1, Maximum Pull Point

1U.00-20, 12-PR Tire

De- Snk- to
flec- Load age--

Sta- tion (W) (I4) Torque (z) SlDp M z AMg
Test No. tion l lb lb ft-ib in. _ W d* Cone Index

2-63-o025A 43 15 3060 233 -- •* 3.16 18.9 0.076 0.076 63

2-63-0026A 66 15 3080 169 -- 3.37 20.0 0.055 0.082 57

2-63-0027A 56 15 3100 116 -- 4.26 20.0 0.037 0.103 44

2-63-0028A 56 15 3050 107 -- 4.57 20.0 0.035 0,111 36

2-63-0029A 54 15 3025 13 -- 5.12 20.0 0.0o4 0,!2k 22

2-63.-0041A 56 15 3028 295 1876 3.35 c". : .097 0.081 69

2-6R-0042A 54 15 3000 123 1777 4.00 20.0 0. 41 0.09)7 41

2-63-0043A 55 15 3068 12 1855 5.40 20.0 0.0oh 0.131 22

2-63-oo4hA 57 15 4520 -:i' 2761 .1' 27.0 -0.026 o0.124478 2:5i.o .-0.06 0.122 6

2-63-oo45A 55 15 4478 25 2866 5.03 20.0 - .O 0.122 56

<a 2-6R-0046A 61 15 4460 -114 26-9 5.0 - 21.4 -0.026 0.123

2-63,-0o47A 6c 15 LSO0 -241 273 6. 05 2.).0 -0.054 4 0 1406
2--6:;-0043A 50 15 45o -345 '355 6.33 17.7 -0.076 0.153 26

2-63-0030A 55 23 3065 728 -- 2.35 20.0 0.236 0.O57 62
2.2.6-;-0031A 58 23z 3030 480 -- 2.66 18.7 o. 158 O.,64 52

2-6:;-0032A 57 23 3050 526 -- 3.16 20.0 O. 172 0.076 46
2-6:-0033A 55 23 3019 513 -- 3.35 19.2 0.170 0.081 0)

2-65-003,4A 58 23 3040 c 87 -- ?.L 20.0 0.127 0.008

?ý-63-0035A 56 23 3070 183 -- 4.02 20.0 0.,,060 .0 22

2-63-0036A 57 35 3020 9)8 -- 2.06 21.2 0.330 0.050 62

2-63-0037A 58 35 3000 884 -- 1.82 20.0 0.2L I 0.044 6

2-63-0038A 56 35 3080 954 1928 2.26 19.3 0.310 0.055 47

2-63-0039A 56 35 3030 906 192, 2.07 20.0 0.299 0.050 38

2-63-0040A 55 35 3050 676 1901 •.86 2C.5 0.222 0.093 1)

2-63-0o49A 55 35 45o8 1077 2740 2.23 21.1 0.239 0.05,4 67
2-63-0050A 66 35 4500 915 2552 2. 21.0 0.203 0.067

2-63-0051A 54 35 4500 888 ?g' 3.58 00.0 0.197 0.o08Y

2-63-0052A 55 35 444"9 753 -2-53 4.25 20P 0.ID. 0.103 36

2-63-0051- 55 35 4629 534 2506 5.50 20.> 0.11' 0.13,

* Average e,-arcass diameter = 41.3 in.
* Dashes denote data not valid.



Tati1 5
Ft:•Mra!j 0,' Tet }{ezult!

Yx]rj__ Sind, 5 rng1le_ 1.- Constanti 2C4 I:,,sts

4.50-18, 4-PR Tir.-

0- to
6-in.

D " Load (p l 3 ink sAvg
"..s t, Rs Sta- t'• ( P20- T'r -e Slip Z. _ Co,'

No. !:,I. t or . lb lb 't-lb W . - d* Index

1 JA i IlL 1i1 878 -23 361 328f, 20 -0.026 u.143 3--
2 113 1] 9Y0 -9 352 5.29 20 -0.0.' 0.195

1W)A 1 114 1" 908 C- :,04 i.61 20 0.063 0.059 59
2 114 i5 916 4o 0 5 .7) 20 0.0o44 ).103

331A 1 !12 15 910 2) . 14 1 20 o. 014 0.091 46
2 112 5 393 30J 3.79 20 0. 007 o. i4o

2/42 21. 15 9!0 -' 4 3 1.7 20 0.o64 o.065 60

2 i 15 947 66 20 0.037 0.o09

13)'A i 1 ! 1'•)16 3] 1.: 20 .4057 0.073 54
2 111 910 , 310 3.08 20 0.047 o.114

14IA 1 113 )5 -(0 -12 4.9ý0 20 -0.Oio 0.18i 24
2 113 5 97 21 23,9 4.),9 20 o.023 0.131

129A i 1.11 5 o 206 j359 0.30 20 0.291 0.01] 58
,12 ill f" 2' 2 i.17 20 0.214 2.043

121LA 1 46! .. 5 2146 354 0.76 20 0.22:) 0.028 54
2 12 •1'0 .2" 20 0.225 o0.46

1156 1 11.. 35 2 257 -0 0.4 0 0.28e 0.009 55
2 21,-, 14 ( 1. C0 0.193 0.045

1 10 3"0 2 O. 9 0.,299 0.025 62
2 .12 8" 16 32 1 0 .. 208 0.052

152A 1 35 -,6 6 0 1. 20 0.085 0.043 L;c_
2 110 35t0• 43 •1 2.h2 o 0.348 0.0

1OA 1 L0 35 9',3 1-" 2- 0. 28 0.040 38
2 -i0 80 "- 20 .108 .O84

•62A " 90 2T 1. 20 0.04 0.066 33
2 5 '3 3.01 20 0 l00 0.1i

12-_A 1 ill 5 240 -. , 0. o) 0.020 59]."A i 110 9:5 ik5 .... )6 0.18 _, "1 5
110 35 9, 3 011 0.063.

110Ai • 3% t1 33 C 4 0 3.i3 u.054 40
109 5 "4 ?2 -'0 ,a) 0.0... 6)3 . 9 2 "3J'_ ,0;h 0. 6

' 1 '21) _ _ 0.064 0.107 30

2 09 35 6 065 o. l46

) 1A0 l '<132"3 ,1 :.] ]1 0.059 37
2 110 350 10 ? 01 ' L'. ' 2 0.122 o0,86

12. A 1 11i 5 '912 248 3 2 0272 0 026 58
"2 2.1 35 180 . 1.4 ," . , .054

-5A 1 100 3' Q11; 7O 2 . 'O 0.033 0. 63 32
2 109 35 4 5 24 4 2A 0.01 0. 125

104A 1 .11 3 M6 17 2.23 20 0,io3 0,082 36
2 1.10 3, o98 . 0 6.095 o.1!

10)A ill V 91'[ 1.41 20 0.19) 0 052 38
110 35 88 2.02 0.137 0.077

103 5A 1 112 35 )2() 76 31 2.33 20 0.0k O.086 31

2 iii 3'i 882 48 302 3.45 20 0. 054 0.127

lOo. 1 ill ?22 1 3o 0 0 0.193 0. 053 36 4'
2 1Il 35 897 1i2 2,A4 2.15 20 0.125 0.079

P t,,,A 1 112 15 932 8 3,-3 2.35 20 0.089 0.087 39
9 113 2'. >,6 33j5 3.15] 2 0.050 0.-.30

i.....5 ).48 20 0.15 0.055 44
2 201 -" 002 "1C0 29(4 1 8n 20 0,133 0.070

"*" t i cu'c,.s di'4•oter. !i



Table 6
Sumar of Test Results

Yuma Sand, Single Wheel, Constant 20% Slip Tests

9.00-114, 2-PR Tire

0- to
Pun 6 -in.

Deflec- Load Sinkage Avg
Test Pass Sta- tiov (W) (P2 0 ) Torque (z) Slip P20 z Cone

No. No. tion % lb lb ft-lb in. __W d* Index

539A 1 105 15 845 185 362 1.37 20 0.219 0.051 48
2 105 15 864 112 336 2.08 20 0.130 0.077

54o0A 1 108 15 853 25 347 3.47 20 0.029 0.128 25
2 109 15 832 31 300 4.33 20 0.037 o.16o

74Z.A 1 o8 15 864 108 353 2.28 20 0.125 0.084 32
2 108 15 862 79 320 3.11 20 0.092 0.115

737A 1 .08 15 871 225 395 1.20 20 0.258 0.044 57
2 108 15 875 136 351 1.82 20 0.155 0.067

74JA 1 109 15 8.2 136 377 187 20 0.156 0.069 36
2 107 15 870 84 323 2.70 20 0.097 0.10

-744A 1 107 15 873 229 405 1.05 20 0.262 0,039 48
2 107 15 877 126 349 1.83 20 0.144 o.o68

254A 1 107 15 874 166 343 1.43 20 0.190 0.05, 45
2 107 15 873 80 316 2.11 20 0.092 0.078

246A 1 107 15 876 8 331 3.20 20 0.009 0.118 23
2 106 15 861 21 299 3.92 20 0.024 0.145

743A 1 108 15 880 225 407 1.17 20 0.256 0.043 51

2 108 15 852 130 353 2.03 20 0.153 0.075

579A 1 108 15 881 1l5 385 2.43 20 0.131 0.090 29
2 108 15 900 65 342 4.43 20 0.072 c.163

,7OA 1 110 15 885 209 397 2.84 20 0.236 0.068 45
2 110 15 897 i15 360 2.84 20 0.128 C.1iC 5

568A IL 105 15 888 285 430 0.85 20 0.321 0.031 01

2 10o4 15 376 179 3145 1.41 20 0.204 0.052

574A 1 108 15 888 221 424 1.39 20 0.24I9 0.051 50
2 108 15 876 110 370 2.2,7 20 0.126 o.0E4

738A 1 107 15 889 241 412 1.10 20 0.271 0.041 47
2 107 15 880 133 346 1.93 20 0.151 0.071

571A 1 112 15 891 167 413 1.89 20 0.187 0.070 39
2 110 15 878 98 358 2.65 20 0.112 o.o98

576A 1 110 15 898 270 416 1.24 20 0.301 0.046 66
2 110 15 868 165 370 1.65 20 0.186 0.061

580A 1 109 15 899 185 393 1.79 20 0.206 o.o66 40
2 108 15 890 119 355 2.61 20 0.134 0.06

581A i 107 15 903 206 450 j..46 20 0.228 0.054 45
i. 2 106 15 89r 119 351 2.27 20 0.133 0.08L

537A 1 103 15 904 223 4c6 0.45 20 0.246 0,017 54
2 103 15 844 121 326 1.17 20 0.143 0.043

(Continued)

* d Ls carcass diameter.
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Table 6 (Concluded)

- to 4
Pull 6-in.

Defle,.- Toad Sinkage Avg
Test Pass Sta- tion (W) (P2) Torque (z) Sip 2 0  2 Cone
-No. No. tion % ib lb ft-lb in. _% 7W 7 Index
582A 1 110 15 904 113 392 2.71 20 0.125 0.100 27

2 110 15 905 70 354 3.79 20 0.077 0.140
583ý 1 108 15 904 223 4o9 1.27 20 0.247 0.047 48

2 107 15 898 130 357 1.,78 20 o.14 0.-66
577A 1 112 15 905 h4 393 3.05 20 0.045 0.113 25

2 ill 15 912 44 353 4.35 20 0.048 0.161

572A 1 109 15 906 93 384 1.38 20 0.103 0.051 26
2 109 15 9,!, 59 365 2.18 20 0.065 0.080

573A 1 11 15 o06 1D6 383 2.26 20 0.117 0.083 _35
2 110 15 888 80 358 3.21 20 0.090 o.1].8

568A 1 1i0 15 901 76 374 2.94 20 0.087 0.108 35
2 110 15 89O 66 337 3.55 20 0.074 0.131

575A 1 107 15 909 248 406 1.07 20 0.273 0.039 57
2 1o8 15 901 155 361 1.12 20 o.172 0.m41

740A 1 .08 15 914 133 390 2.15 20 0.146 0.079 32
2 1c8 15 914 91 348 3.10 20 0.100 0.114

536A 1 107 35 861 371 456 0.49 20 0.431 u.o18 60
2 107 35 862 264 379 0.75 20 0.306 0.028

282A 1 108 35 864 178 339 2.00 20 0.206 0.074 27
2 107 35 968 131 304 2.03 20 0.151 0.075

538A ! 106 35 869 313 422 0.81 20 0.360 0.030 47
2 106 35 873 214 365 1.33 20 0.245 0.041

293A 1 105 35 872 306 414 0.69 20 0.351 0.025 39
2 104 35 877 211 359 1.16 20 0.241 0.043

299A 1 104 35 885 386 434 0.38 20 0.136 o.014 66
2 105 35 876 284 380 0.57 20 0.324 0.021

563A 1 108 35 880 241 369 1.57 20 0.274 0.058 29
2 108 35 872 167 334 2.24 20 0.191 0.083

562A 1 105 35 884 338 435 0.93 20 0.382 0.034 54
2 103 35 880 231 361 1.32 20 0.263 0.049

I



Table 7

Summary of Test Results

Mortar Sand, Singlc Wheel, 20% Slip Point

9.00-14, 2-PR Tire

0- to
De- Sink- 6-in.

flec- Load age Avg
Test Pass Sta- tion (W) (P2 Torque (z) Slip P2C z Cone

No. No. tion l ib lb ft-lb in. _j - d- Index

553 i 116 15 870 14 31.4 2.66 -20 o.o16 0.098 3.
2 117 15 868 34 308 3.60 20 0.039 0.133

551 1 116 15 8'2 -36 322 3.67 20 -0.04i 0).35 26
2 llU6 15 864 22 293 4.26 20 0.025 0.157

557 1 106 15 876 130 314 1.32 20 0.14b 0.049 52
2 105 15 876 78 310 1.91 20 0.089 0.0,70

549 116 i5 876 -42 324 4.60 20 -0.048 0.1 70 14
2 ul6 15 880 24 304 4.57 20 0.027 0.169

1556 1 107 15 879 83 320 1.75 20 0.094 0.065 41
2 106 15 874 56 307 2.55 20 0.064 0.094

554 1 108 35 352 212 332 1.42 20 0.249 0.052 33

2 107 35 856 178 312 1.95 20 0.208 0.072
S5'48 1 118 35 854 -22 299 3.21 20 -0.026 0.118 11

2 116 35 850 107 300 4.29 20 0.126 0.158

558 1 104 35 863 305 408 0.44 20 0.345 0.o16 54
S2 105 35 890 198 351 0.93 20 0.222 0.034

550 1 116 35 886 51 293 2.93 20 0.058 o.108 23
2 117 35 872 112 315 3.34 20 0.128 0.123

555 5 1 io6 35 889 257 380 1.10 20 0.28o (,. 041 38
2 1o6 35 875 167 332 1.45 20 0.191 0.,)54

* d is carcass diaretcr.

~!



Table 8
Swnary of Test HesultT

Yuma Sand, 4 Vehicle, onstant 20% Slip Tests

.50-iO, 4-PR Tiree

0- to
Def fel- Load (Pui 6 -in.

Test tion (W) 20 Slip 20 Avg Cone
N'O. _1 lb lb ____index

32-4 15 890 110 2o 0.124 53

33-4 15 890 -60 20 -0.067 41

36-4 15 890 -90 20 -0.101 36

38-4 15 890 130 20 o.146 63

3,4-4 35 890 510 20 0.573 41

37-4 35 890 400 2() 0.449 37

140-4 35 8)0 780 20 0.876 61

41-4 35 890 610 20 0.685 49

Table 9)

Summary of Test Res'd1ts

Yuma Sand., 4 x 4 Vehicle, Constant 20% Slip Tests

9.00-14, 2-PR Tire

o- to
Deflec- Load pull 6 -in.

Test tion (W) (P20) Slip I20 Avg Cone
4O. lb lb % W- Index

h6-4 15 890 720 20 0.809 63

47-4 15 890 225 20 0.253 30

48-4 15 89o 490 20 0.551. 47

49-4 15 890 65 20 0.073 17

43-4 35 890 1170 20 1.315 50

44-4 35 b90 900 20 1.011 34

45-4 35 890 1290 20 1. 449 59

51-4 35 890 725 20 2-)85

Pf" RM
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Table 10

Sumiary of Test Results

'srtL :Sar.d. 4A4 V. hl le. Conctant 20'% Slip Tests

14.5o,13, 4-..R Tire

Deflec- Load 6-i n.

Test tion tw2 S].J p P20 Avs Cone
NO I lb W _Index

21-4 15 890 -253 20 -0.?84 51

215 890 -262 20 -0.294

24-4 15 P390 - 320 20 -0.3(;0 37
-•- 30b.- 15 890 -225 20 -0,253 53

31-4 15 S90 -340 20 -c.382 26

2035 .90 420 20 0.472 51

.89 20 0.287 43

35 b90 20 0.073-4 ) 'o
•27-4 35 890 100 20 0. 562 59

35 890 -100 2I- -O. 1 27

29-k 35 890 172 20 0.1.93

(-

- .



Table 11

S ~a•%- of Test Results

Mortar Sand, 4x4 Vehicle, Constant 20% Slip Iests

9.00-14, 2-PR Tir;'

0- to.
oDeflec- Load P 6-in.

Test tion (W) 2 Sip20 Avg Cone
No. % lb lb % w Index

12-4 15 890 410 20 o.461 54

13-4 15 890 230 20 0.258 44

i4-4 15 890 70 20 0.079

15-4 15 890 -c ~ 20 -0.034 24

15 3o 14o 20 0.157 37

18-4 15 890 88 20 0.099 32
19-4 15 890 -15 20 -0.017 26

4,-4 35 89r• 1200 20 i.348 49

B-4 35 890 990 20 1.124 h0

(D-4 35 890 8oo 20 0. 899 29

i0-4 35 890 520 20 0.584 20

*..1-4 3. 890 1250 20 1. 404 62

12-4 33 890 1240 20 1.393 49

mununnmmum mun unu • mnunnun n m unnm m nnnnnunnmmmnumn~nmu •• ngnn mnm mnu mum nm mm • m um n m mn unnmu u mn m un o • • u nn muummu l • m...nn..n....... nu



"Table 12

In Situ Density Measurements

Yuma Sand Mortar Sand
Cone Index Dry Cone Index Dry

:0- to 2-in. o-to 6-in. Density 0- to 2-in. 0- to 6-in. Density
Average . verage lb/cu ft Average Average -Ib/- u ft

375 7 90.3 5.0 i1 94.6

7.0 12 94.8 6.0 13 94.3

6.0 1.4 95.0 5.0 12 95.1

8.25 17 95.1 8.o 19 95.3

6.0 19 96.14 6.0 14 95.8

15.0 45 100.2 9.0 -- 97.3

18.o 55 101.5 10.0 17 97.9

16.0 64 102.t- 11.0 23 97.9

18.c 60 102.7 11.0 26 97.8

1q.0 69 103.0 6.) 30 98.0

1.4.o 30 988.1

13.0 28 98.4

13.0 33 100.6

13.0 28 100.7

15.0 35 101.2

20.0 50 i01.8

±5.25 -- 102.0

-- 45 102.1

r7.25 49 102.6

20.0 44 103.i

-43 103.2

17.0 4. 10o3.7

16.o 38 103.9

20.0 52 104.0

Ak 20.0 54 104.6

I, __

P" Arm,
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D~r'ez!t. Shear Te--t-Ri.sultj

____________ Yuaa ld - - orta~r Sar'll-

tiry 1! S, -- a Max Snear I'riLtioa Dry !iomal Max Shear Friý,.lon
Denc: Ly Z1tro-zz Stresr ,le, ýchýý5on Dmnzty S3.rcnz Stre.- Argle CZohesion

,___d Tar. I___ d__ _Tauu

lb,,-I z -Li deg - -Z i 1b,';Lt psi deg

5.69 6 )7.2 0-7?5 0.0-

41. 31-5

6.,,) *.81 35.1 0.70 3 0.0
209 14.57

141.7 2'ýj.16

6..8 4.96 35.6 c. Fit 0.0

41.7 29-76

o91.68 6.9 4.&) 351 0.Yo0 0.0)-

41.7 28-8

92.: 9 4 -. 6 0. 7 1 0,5 (11:Q. 1 6.9 3.61. 27.5 0.521 G.')

2.'Cr3 114ýý 20.' 10. 70
4, .7 2-).7 41-7 2-2.67

,o6 f 6. q , 4.6 . 4 77 3 .0 9ý6.3 6.9 3?.75 2b~.4 0.563. 0.0
3P0. P 1i1.11*

M41 hl].'l 22.50

~ 35. ~ 1 C -703 0.0

i.4

('7- 6. 5.11 !72 0.759ý 0.0

20. 1

2.4,

-5 9. 10 ý6. - 0.729 0.
2 15-31

6. 5.--l 36. 2 7- 0.01

,73. 2c 33201

0 43 0.0

2).b 
1
6,ot

40~ 1. 4 . '25 -1.

20~ 15.3,1

101.2 6.5 .1

4i.f, 30. 6L
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* 4.50- 7. 2-PR DIRECTIONAL BAR TREAD
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I-IN. SPACING 0 11.00-20, 12-PR
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15 rIRE CONFICURATION$S /
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0 __- 1 .. 1
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d
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F .-- ~APPENIX A: DPW=I4I WEI(Ef] T2AN.FER FOR WHEELED WH5ICLES

1., When comparing the performance of a si-2ngle wheel -w-~ T,-hat of a

wheeled~- ,eh-'cle i sncessarY to determine those f'a~tors inhi~rent. in the

ýehltle de],sigm t ha t may b e expected to produc-ý dý, trencez in pierformance.

-Oa&eof these Tac' rs is dynamic wei1ght transfer. The-transfer of weight

-from tbe: front to the. rear. wheels Cor vice versa') iE a. product-o-f a lumb

.-of cnsid~e.-tions, Some of these are t;-rque,. -acceleratdcn- zslope o f Sur-

faLe,- d1irfe rentl-al sinkage (front.-to irear), motion 'resistance, and externalA

p1l (dra:~bar-or ptle load). -

2., The free-body diagram shown infig. Al will be used to iescrbhe

thie general_ forcE co-aditions of a four-wheal-Arive- -vehicle on a hrizontal

- Of RECTION' OF- TRAVeL A-PSOJ0 ~~~TWELW?
I 4CSPECT 7J REAR UNDER COt4DI.

TU)OVS OF DIFFERE#ETIAL SINDCAGE

-MOMENTS

surfce. his nd A ~ vhiWl

i~ntlsufcewiheqa ~nkgs ffrntad er7hel1 sumn

thttevhceiPrvln nasrih iesc htteeaen

Runn al ofth
forcs onthetraciveforcs, otio re

wil use in a.I Fpart of thera dervaton whichdiv vehicle



3~The-dynamic weight transrer, WT of a vebilele is dei;ndi

equation Al.

where

R static value o f 11R

R d&ynamic~auo7 R

The init ial ccndition which -s 1-1. be consiZ.-erec! is -a vý-ehicle' at. rest, on a

Minn, horizontal sufae wihn xternal pull applied. Under thse m-

posed. conditirns, a.e support fo'rcea, R, and R , -will move to- a point

direc'tly, und~erneath the a l~,thereby forcing the d4istanr-ez;, X andX

- to become zero. Since the vehcle is t rest, th oio.eas~c

"forces. R,. and R. also becorme zero; By suminiig momet abut poiat. 0,

th racion- R1  can be formuliated as shown i~n equation A2.

S W11 (A2)

4.In order to complete t1he detaile'd weight transfer equation1, iT'1,1

necessary to evaluate the reaction R,- --n the dynam~ic, state. The dynanic

value of R, is dependent upon the following specific' conditions under

which the vehicle may be operating:

a. The vehicle is on a firm or a yielding surface.

1.Tevehicle is at const-ant veloclty or it is accelerating or,
decelerating.

c.External pull is or is not applied.

d. The vehiole is traveling on the level or- on a s-Lope.

5.The first dyfnaic condition to 'be conside~red is motion of the

vehicle on a firm, horizontal surface, at, constant velocity with no ex-ternal

pull applied. It has been founde from tiri2 deflection and contact press-are

-tudies that, if a pneu~matic-t."-edl vehic-le i.-; >rx motion on a firm surface,-

tere is the possibility that the support reactions, Rid and. oRt

thought that these distances are very small and perhaps insignificant.

A2
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However, they will rot be ignored in this der;.vat.orn. The tractive forces,

R3 and R6 . pass through the point of mom .ts and therefore do not con-

tribute to weight transfer. Likewise. when the v-ehicle is traveling on a
firm surface, the `otion resistance forces, R2  and R, , are acting at

ground level and corsequently droop from the moment equation. This condi- -

tion leads to equation A3.

D4 0 Wh Rjdý -~ •x (I + XI) :
fl0  O R X R 1 d(+ )

but

R =R +W1
4d 4s WT

solving for Rid ' - xA3)

'ýld+ )l(3

Thus, weight transfer for conditions of constant velocity, on a firm hori-

zontal surface, with no external pull applied, will be as shown in equa-

tion A4.

Since

2 R (equations Al and A2)
WT 2 Id

Wh [Ws( + T)X4 ]
WT T- [- +- -X

Collecting terms
X4 Wh W-n

WT 1 +Xj= +X 1 +X1

Rearranging terms with common denominator and multiplying nuzuerator and de-

nominator by 2

Wh(l + XI) Wh(I + x ). R4sX4 (1 + Xl);,

wT 2T+x -Y-•(4 + x,- x4 ( + X1 X-

Simplifying

'41aI + R~s4

= 1A+. ...(A.)w51: • + x, x•d

A3
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If the vehic3 e is norc considered to trav'el, not o;) a firm sarfaxce but in a

jieiiding nedi. = such that sinkage of the vehicle is present, then X2 and

X... will, no longer be zer and-, consequently, the tinrstnefoc,

B2 and. R AlU contribute to weight transfer. By expanding the mmn

equation shown fbr equation A3 to include the two motion resistance moments,

'2and 'VX5 , and'carrying these moments through the steps shcwn for

equation A,, the result is found to be a simple. addition of R2X2  and,

Y5 5 -to equation A~ with the result being equation A5.,

WT i -(,,X + R2X2 + RrX 5) ~ -(

WT + X1 -)

Thusj equation A5 is a ge~neral expression for the dyýnazuc w'eigbt transfer
of a four-wheel-drive vehiacle. o-erating at -Cont) eoiy nayed

ing medium., in a horizontal attitude, with no external pull appliel.

6. The t-wo preceding con-sidera-tiorus 'nave been for a vehicl rvl

ing at constant velocity. lHo-wever, i. the ven-.cle eitLL-he~r accelerates or

deeeaea nev force and its resultixig moment will cwase an add-Itional

change in the weight transfer. This is sho-o' by insert-Jng the t erm for- the

iner-tial moment into equation A5 and rew~ritn aseaio A.

Inertial moment WaK

W1X~+ (R~ +X 2X + R + 3."

"Th W,4+ VVX

7. W~hen an external pull is applied:, such as t-he force a trailer

irroarts to t-he vehicle pulling it, an additional .Lnbalanced moment exists

-Waich must be ac-cointed fOr by additional weight transfer. This new factor

alters the previous weighqt transfer equation (eq~uation A6) as follows:

Moment duee to external pull =Py

W! 4 (R .. X~4 + R2X + R + W K+ (A7)Y

8. All of the conditions considered thus far have been with the

I9I
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vehicle operating on a horizontal surface. The next and last condition

will be -;.hat of a vehicle operating on a slope (fig. A2). For reasons of'

DIREC TI CF TNAVEL.

traveing o a sl pe

K2

Fig. A2. Firee-body diagram of four-wheel-drive vehicle

traveling on a slope

mathematical simplicity. the weight, W , of the veqicle has been separated

into its components-parallel and i;?rpendicular to the slope. Otherwise the

diagram is the same as fig. Al. The resulting weight transfer relation is

then defined in equation A8.

W!

wh•.l + I -Wh W(cos a)h + W(sin a)K + R5R W aK +

WT I(. + X- ") (AX)

9. Equation A8 is not precisely correct for vehicles operating in

soft soils because vehicles equipped with tracking wheels experience dif-

ferential sinkage. This causes the vehicle to be inclined at an angle

whose sine is where Az is the differential sinkage (see fig. AdI).

In addition. differential sinkage will cause the tractive force, R , to

contribute to the final value of weight transfer, since its line of action

iuder these conditions will not pass through the point of moments. Further-

more, the moment arm of the motion resistance force, R2 , on the front

wheels will become (X2 + Az). Adding these effects to equation A8 will

result in equation A9.

A5
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WhXI+ W -W(eos-.-•)h+Wýina)K +RsXs+ R2(Y2+Az)+P~sX4 + W.LK + Py-,I

WT= S(.9 +_x1 - X4) ,g..

(AOS)
10. This theoretical weight transfer equation (A9) is considered to

be a general expression for the weight transfer of a four-wheel-dr.ive ve-

hicle that will account for the effect of motion resistance, the effect of

acceleration, the effect of torque, the effect of external pull, and the

effects of differential sinkage and slope climbing. it is believed that

the use of this weight transfer equation will help produce a meaningful

comparison of single-wheel performan . data and the performance of a four-

wheel-drive vehicle when the factors mentioned, singularly or collectively,

produce an appreciable amount of load transfer.

A6
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